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SUfdMARY
The purpose of this investigation was
to attempt to further the accumulated know*
ledge on the general aspects of air flowing
at high aiigular velocities and iinder the in-
fluence of large viscous forces.
The air was introduced through a "vortex
valve" to give it angular velocity and then
Qpwn down a pipe where various measurements
could be taken.
In general it was concluded that a
station of constant angular momentuai would
be difficult to attain and impossible to main*
tain in a moving medium and that heat trans-
fer equilibriuiri, or constant static tempera-
ture in a radial direction, would not be i*eached«

SYMBOLS USED
Pc Static preasixre at the tubo center.
Pv/ Static pressure at the tube wall.
Po^ Total pressure at the tubo wall.
Pop Total pressure ahead of the vortex valve.
TOp Total temperature ahead of the vortex valve,
To^ Total temperature at the tube wall.
Tw Static temperature at the tube wall.
Tc Total temperature at the tubo center.
Mw Macli number at the tubo wall.
P Density of the air in slugs per cubic foot,
r Radius of the vortex tube.
Co Angular velocity of tlie air in the tube.
f &2 = 1.395
MV Millivolt reading of potentiometer.




The concept of the so-callod forced vortex in an
actual gas, as opposed to thB.t of the classical free
vortex liaving no viscous she'aring forces, has been in-
vestigated quite wide3.y in recent years. The refriger-
ation possibilities of such a flow were supposedly
first recognized by a French scientist, G, J. Kanque
who patented the Ranque tube in this country In the
early nineteen thirties. During \riorld if^far II, Rudolph
Rilsch continued the vortex tube investigation hoping
to provide refrigeration for certain Gei^an nines.
Interest in this development was revived in this coun-
try In nineteen hundred and forty five and investiga-
tions have been conducted by numerous individuals and •
organizations since that time including: the General
Electric Research Laboratory, DuPont do Nemours Re-
search Laboratory, Pratt and Wliltney Aircraft Corpora-
tion, Massachusetts Institute of Teciinology, and Rens-
selaer Polyteciinic Institute, Althou{5li the explana-
tions of the actual mechanism of the working of the
Illlsch tube Jiave been varied and contradictory, it has
In general been concluded that it was unsatisfactory

for lt3 original purpose, refrl iteration, duo to a com-
paratively low offlciency as a coolings uiiit.
Althou^ the vortex tube proved to have no present
application in the field of refrigeration, it is inter-
esting to note that several practical applications of
the vortex principle have been made. These include:
commercial oil burners, dust cleaners, and more recent-
ly, a dovolopment by Dr. Vone^p-itt of the General Elec-
tric Research Laboratory of a vortex thernoneter for
reading not only the ambient air temperatures under
adverse conditions of icing and turbulence but also the
true air speed of a movin^j plane under the sane condi-
tions. There has also been some development by the
NACA of axial flow compressors utilizin[s constant tan-
gential velocity and constant angular velocity profiles
to obtain greater blade tip loadings than were obtain-
able from tiie previous designs based on theoretical
vortex velocity distributions.
I'rofessor IJeil P. Bailey, and members of the staff
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, proposed a theor;r
that t}ie forced vortex in an actual gas approaclied a
condition of equilibrium such that the fluid mass ro-
tated as a solid body. In this condition, the only
viscous shearing forces present v/ould be betv/een the
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fluid and the pipe wall and theoretically, the fluid
should come to heat transfer eqiiilibrium with a constant
static temperature and a variable total temperature in
the plane of constant angular velocity.
Several invos titrations were conducted at this in-
stitution on various phases of the forced vortex flow
in an effort to learn as much as possible of the physi-
cal results of such a flow and the mechanisms responsi-
ble. Vf, C, Vickrey induced a vortex in a sliort tv;o-
inch tube at a low weight flow and finally concluded
that a plane of constant angular velocity did e:d.st.
Tills was corraborated by L, M. Zubko working with
greater weight flows and a four inch vortex tube. Ben
B. Levitt then attempted an analysis of a vortex in a
converging section with a sufficiently high weight flov/
to give supersonic flow. Levitt found no positive evi-
dence tiiat a station or region of constant angular ve-
locity existed, and in none of these investigations was
heat transfer equilibrium reached nor was it possible
to maintain the condition of constant angular velocity
over an axial distance greater than a t-iin plane.
It T/as the purpose of this investigation to turn
to as small a vortex tube as practicable to instrument
and use as liigh weiglit flov/s as could readily be
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obtainod v/it]i available equlpmont in order to produce
a rotating system of extrenoly iili^i an(^ular velocity,
pressure and temperature distribution, with a consequent
better opportunity to determine more exactly some of
the characteristics of the vortex type flov/.
TMs investigation T/as conducted in the Mechani-
cal Engineering Department, Rensselaer Polytecimic
Institute, Troy, N. Y, during the period February to
May, 1950,
The author wishes to express Iriis gratitude to
Professor Neil P. Bailed'-, Professor J, J. Devine,
Associate Professor P, J, Bordt, Instructor J. P, Kill
of the department staff and Ralph Giles, George Hudson





A schematic diagram of the test set-up is shown
in Figure 1 and photographs of the test installation
and instrumentation in Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17.
The compressed air source consisted of 2 six cylinder
Scliram compressors. Model 210, rated at 206 cubic feet
of standard air per minute at 1175 Ri^i. A V^'estingl-iouse
three phase, 60 cycle, 220 volt, 50 horsepower motor
with a rated full load speed of 1175 RBI vms connected
by a direct drive to each compressor.
The air was led directly from t}ie storage tanks
to a plenuDi chamber using a coarse and fine control
valve in parallel, A 3/4 inch area metering nozzle was
located in the plenum cliamber with pressure taps con-
nected to a mercury manometer to give the pressure drop
across the nozzle, A thermometer was installed down-
stream of the metering no7;zle to measure total tempera-
ture ahead of the vorte:c tube. By knov/j-ng the pressure
drop across the metering nozzle, its area and the total
temperature, tiie weight flow for any given pressure drop
could bo calculated. Actually the v/oight flow was not
directly involved in any of the vortex calculations and
- 5 -

the plenum clmnber was used mainly for its utility in
mounting and instrumentation.
The vortex plate, or vortex valve, v/as designed
by Professor Bailey for another invosticatlon but was
modified slightly to fit the conditions of ttils develop-
ment. The valve consisted of a 2-3/4 inch diameter,
3/I6 inch thick brass plate on v/hlch were mounted PA
adjustable vanes secured on a 2-1/0 inch dianetei' circle.
These vanos were set so they made an angle of ten de-
grees to the tangent of the circle on which they were
mounted, Tliis condition was chosen somewliat arbitrarily
to give the best compromise between high angular veloci-
ties, lov/ radial velocities, and high weig]:it flow.
Figure 2 gives the detailed specifications of the vortex
valve and Figures 3 and 14 sho?/ its installation. Tlie
appendix to this report contains a development of the
formula for setting the blade angles with an external
protractor.
The vortex tube itself was of two inch Inside
diameter brass, 17 Indies long with Instrumentation
holes every two inches starting J- inch from the plenum
cliaraber flange. It was necessary to build up the v/all
thickness at each of the instrianentation holes to provide
greater rigidity for the instruments. Figure 3 contains
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the detailed drawings of the vortox tube, and flf^ire
15 ia a photograph of the nounted tube on the plenum
chamber.
The high angular velocities encountered in a
vortex tube would be expected to give a radial pressure
distribution which was higher towards the periphery than
in the center. In this investigation this phenomena
manifested itself in a sub atomospheric zone in the
center. At the discharge end of the vortex tube there
appeared to exist an unstable back flow condition into
the low pressure central zone which resulted in an un-
bearable noise level. As this noise level definitely
increased with weight flow, it v/as necessary to eliminate,
or at least alleviate, the back flow before the desired
high weight flows could be studied. The procedure used
by Levitt was followed in this case with slight modifi-
cations, A two inch dlaiaeter aluminum cone, machined
to a sixty degree taper, and rigidly mounted to a steel
shank was placed at the discharge of the tube. The
shank rode in a -bushing wMch v/as mounted to the lathe
bed, permitting the cone to adjust itself for the weight
flow encountered. The cone and shanlc wore both tapped
for a ,110 inch a:<ial static pressure and total tempera-
ture probe. The operation of the cone was extremely
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satisfactoir/ at all weight flows, apparently eliminating
all back flow and actually eliminating all of the noise.
Pig-are 15 shows the cone slightly downstream of its
proper position in order that the details may more
readily be observed.
Both static pressure and total tem]>eraturo probes
were of ,110 inch hollow steel v/ire 23 inches long.
The static pressure probo was closed at its xipstream
end and drilled ^ incli from this tip for a pressure tap,
A brass nipple was soldered to the downstream end to
hold the necessary rubber tubing.
The axial total temperature probe was made using
an iron constantan thermocouple junction of number 30
Y/ire, insulated from the enclosing steel tubing and welded
at the tip and at the cold junction, A Leeds and
llorthrup potentiometer v/as used with a cold junction
maintained at 32 degrees Paiirenheit in an ice-water
bath. The thermocouple was intended for use only at the
center of the vortex tube whore it was expected that
velocities would be negligible. All calibrations were
then made under static conditions in a hot water bath
througli the range of temperature variation expected.
No measurable variation vma found between the thermo-




As it was mandatory that both axial proboa bo
supported witliin tJie tube as v/ell as by the discharge
cone, a wire spider, soldered to a brass bushing, simi-
lar to the one used by Levitt, was tried. After repair-
ing numerous spiders, it was decided that the design ?/as
not sufficiently strong to v/ithstand the Mgh angular
velocities encountered and a support was constructed
utilizing a tliin outer brass 3>iroud, As the entire sup-
port was approxJ-riatoly two inches dovmstream of the
station under instrumentation, and the support was in-
serted for center measurements only, it was not felt
that the support liad any measurable effect on the actual
static pressiire or total temperature at the center. A
photograph of the static tube and support is shov/n in
Figure 17.
The wall total pressure and total temperature
probes were designed by Zubko and for details of their
design see Reference (a) • The total pressure orobe v/as
modified slightly in that a space bar was Installed to
position the probe just clear of the boundary layei'
within the tube, aiid a pointer vms mounted to indicate
the direction of flow. The radial location of the probe
was arbitrarily taken as that position v/hich (jave the
greatest reading at station 5 and v/as approx5.mately
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.02 Indies from tlio v/all, clear of the boundary layer.
The total temperattn'e probo was calibrated at the dis-
charge of a standard nozzle. It was assumed tliat the
total temperature in the nozzle discharge was the same
as the total temperature in the plenum chamber ahead of
the nozzle. Several thermometers were used in the
plenum chamber for a check on the total temperature and
the thermocouple was also inserted into the plenum clrianber
to check a/^ainst the reference thermometers, ilfter check-
ing the therraoraeters and the thermocouples a^^ainst one
another under the static plenum chamber conditions, air
was forced through the nozzle up to a Mach number of one
in the nozzle and under varying conditions of total tem-
perature in the plenum chamber as the air increased in
temperature. It was found that the total temperature
probe in the discharge read temperatures that were com-
paratively as accurate as the other measured variables
of the investigation. As no variation in total tempera-
ture of over three degrees Pahron]:ioit v/as discovered no
corrections v/ere made to the observed temperatures. The
total temperature probe v/as, hov/ever, extremely direction-
al in its characteristics, and v/ould give correct readings
only with the proper flow orientation. This ]:)Osition
of correct reading was scribed on the probe, and when
- 10 -

readings were actually taken, tho probe was rotated to
select the correct position as indicated by tho poten-
tiometer.
The wall static pressure vms obtained by a tapped
and knurled brass plug, flush v/ith tlie inner wall.
Mercury manometers were used for both static and total
pressures.
The pressure on the upstream face of tho vortex
valve did not enter into any of tiie calculations and was
used merely to identify the runs, namely: 40 and 50
pounds per square inch gage. The a:d.al stations on the
tube were numbered from one to eight starting with the
station nearest the plenum chamber.
The compressors were allov;ed to supply the vortex
valve with tho desired pressure until a steady total
temperature was reached in tJie plenum cimmber. This
temperature varied from 112 degrees Palireniieit to 110
degrees Pa]'iren}:iei t on different days and it was neces-
sary to correct all temperature readings to an arbitrary
standard for comparison. It r/as found that normally the
test installation had to be run for approximately an
hour before the air temperature in tho plenum had become
sufficiently stabilized to peimiit road3.ngs to bo taken.
To completely stabilize this temperature, it was finally
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necessary to provide increased ventilation of the labor-
atory; othorv/ise, the intalce temperature of the conpres-
aors was constantly rising. As the compressors were set
to unload at 100 psi gage, a bleed valve in the lino was
adjusted for each compressor at each weight flow to keep
the conpresBors operating steadily.
In both wall and center temperature measurements,
sufficient time was allowed between I'eadings to allow
the probes to reach a constant teraperature as indicated
by a constant reading of the potentiometer.
During actual operations, only the probe in use
was inserted in the tube to loinimize disturbances.
The wall stations were first traversed for static pres-
sure, total pressure, and total tenperature. The center
probes were not inserted until these traverses were
completed and the hole tlrirougli the dlscliarge cone was
covered when the center probes were not in use. After
the wall traverses were completed, all of the v/all in-
strumentation holes v/ere plugged ?/itli special brass
plugs and the center static pressure and total tempera-
ture were measured.
The point function relationships between Mach num-
ber and total to static pressure ratio and total to
static tempei'ature ratio were taken from the tables in
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Referonco (b) pa^re 2,40, In using tlieao tablos, the
ratio of total wall pressure to static v/all pressure was
first computed. Entering tlie tablos with this value,
the local Mach number at the v/all and the ratio of total
to static v.-all temperature could be obtained. Prom the





From the results of careful experimontation by
this author and other investigators, there can be no
doubt that energy transfer must take place In a vortex
tube as evidenced by the iilch total ter.perature differ-
ential existing between the wall and the center of the
tube.
Per the moment, only the directed Idnetic energy
of the onterin=^ i^as molecules v/ill be considered.
These raolocules enter the vortex tube through the vor-
tex valve with extremely high angular velocities and
with comparatively low axial velocities. In general,





Assuming that all of the molecules entering tlie
vortex tube do so v/ith the same velocity and having the
same directed and random energy, mass transport would
not appear to offer any medium whereby energy could be
abstracted from one molecule and added to anotner of
- 14 -

exactly the aajne energy.
Condiiction of energy from noleculee at id f^ier tem-
peratures to molecules at lower temperatures would tend
to eliminate any existing temperature differentials and
would surely provide no mechanism for giving a total
temperature differential in the vortex tube.
TMs would appear to leave only viscous sliearing
forces as the mechanism wliereby gases at the center of
the vortex tube could give their directed kinetic ener-
gies to gases in layers further removed towards the
periphery of the tube.
Considering at this time only the an^^lar velo-
city components of the total flow velocity/, it should
be realized that viscous shearing forces are a function
only of the angular velocity and not the tangential
velocity of the gas.
Assuming that molecules enter the tube along def-
inite streamlines, spiraling along definite stream
tubes, and that the mechanism of filling the tube is
one of an orderly progression along a stroamtube rather
than a random turbulence, the molecules tiiat follov/
the stream tubes of decreasing radii will have a ten-
dency to increase in an^palar velocity. This v/ill of
course lead to the establislxruent of angular velocity
- 15 -

gradients within the tube and will, at each auccesa-
ivo radii, provide a nechariiaci whereby the noloculea
foIlowln{5 tlie shrinking atroani tubes can transfer
aome of their energy to the molecules inmediately ad-
jacent to thor.i at greater radii. Thla process can
continue until ultimately energy can be transferred
from the inner or center nolecules to the raoleculea at
the perlpiiery of the vortex tube.
The large radial pressure gradients existing in a
vortex tube due to the Mgh angular velocities, will
give reasonably larr-e radial static temperature grad-
ients, Tliese gradients must act in opposition to the
previous effect, that is, to tend to eliminate any ex-
isting temperature differentials. There then exist the
two opposing effects; flov/ of energy outv/ard due to the
viscous shearing action, and flow of energy inv/ard due
to thermal conduction.
Actually, all of the molecules entering the vor-
tex tube will not have the same kinetic oner^^y but v/ill
have energies corresponding to a statistical distribu-
tion curve. Tlie Iriigher directed kinetic enor(!y mole-
cules will then tend to follow the streamtubes along
the wall of the tube and the lower directed kinetic en-
ergy molecules will tend to follow the streamtubes
- 16 -

nearer the center of the tube, the exact tube followed
depending upon the original kinetic ener^'j^^ of the mole-
cule. This effect v/ill in Itself provide a total tem-
perature differential, although there is no actual
transfer of energy, only an apparent transfer.
In the followin£; development it was assumed that
there was no radial flov/ and that the axial flow at the
center of tlie tube was neglicihle. The first assump-
tion would be exceedingly difficult to either prove or
disprove by instrurientation. As previously postulated,
some radial flow must exist at the upstream end of the
vortex tube to allow the tube to flow full mien tlxe air
is expanded froi/i the vortex valve. In general, it
would appear that any radial component would bo of neg-
ligible na{i;nitude in comparison with the other velocity
components.
A flow t.n angular rotation can be in pressure equi-
librium, regardless of angular velocity distribution,
if the physical conditions of the system permit axial
velocity gradients. The true vortex flow is the only
angular distribution v/hioh will give a uniform axial
velocity. Any flow with an anp;ular distribution such
that tlie an(palar velocities near the center are less
than those of a true vortex flow, will give higlaer axial
- 17 -

velocities at the peripliery and lower axial velocities
toward the center. See Reference ( C )
From i^revioua experimentation on thi.3 and ainilar
apparatus, it is believed that the axial velocity was
of sufficiently snail nia^^nitude to be i(;jnorGd at t]ie
center of the vortex tube.
?4dP to
Assuming in a rotating fluid, with a differential
element as pictured above, that there is no radial flow,
the centrifugal forces of rotation must be balanced by
the pressure forces on the element,
r dP dQ = Or do dr S^^—




Substituting (2) in (1):
dP w*^ r dr , .
P " gKT ^^^
Equation (3) is, of course, perfectly i^;enoral for




A3 previously stated, if the air flov/ing through
the vortex tube contains high angular velocity gradients,
viscous shearing forces will exist between adjacent
layers of air at different velocities. It would be
expected tliat the shearing forces betv/een adjacent
layers and between the outer layer and the wall would
tend to bring the rotating air into an equilibrium con-
dition in wMch the angular velocity was constant at
any axial station. Tills equilibrium condition is com-
monly referred to as "solid body rotation". If this
condition were attaJ.ned, the only viscous forces pre^
sent would be between the outer layer of the air and
the V7all of the tube, neglecting boundary layer effects.
Tills force would terid to slow up the outer layers wMch
would in turn tend to introduce sliglit an(p.ilar velocity
gradients in tlie tube and the process sliould agjiin return
to constant angular velocity at a lov/er value as the
flow moves along the tube.
As there are no viscous shearing forces acting
in the condition of solid body rotation, the a3 r should
come to heat transfer equilibrium with a constant static
temperature tlii^oughoiit any radial cross section.
AssTJuning that such a station, or region, exists
and tiiat the static temperature were constant, equation




^c) « w^ r^ » h|^ (4)
f^ a Pe<* *^«*. -^ -(5)
l^ls equation presents th© wall otatic pressure in
t©r:aB of the wall Mach miiafoer and the center static press*
ur© mider conditions ot constant ongiular velxjcity and
static teRiporatiiro*
If til© static t©i;ip©ratur® «for© not considered con-
stant in a radial dlx''6ction| but it was asaurned tiriat the
t^fflperatur© was a function of tho static proaoLire such
that s
'% « '^e iMy ------- (6)
Substituting (6) in (3) and int©£ii»atingj
df « w^ 3? dr 1
Solving for the boundary conditions to evaluate
the constant of integrations




Tsvo data obtainod bj tnatmsaontation is tabulated
tn Tables I and II • TJie data ccKcipfiitod for tlie theoro-
tical Cii3?ve3 of Fig. 11 is tabulated In Tabloa III and
IV. All coraputatlons used are oitliop caapletel;?" aoLf
evident or are cloraonstrated in the aaimple caloulationa
at the onft of thia report.
F^g. 4 is a plot the variation of contor total
tenporaturo, and center static tonporatiuHS asrvanints no
velocity at the center of tlie vortox tube, «! th a;d al
station, iiero the effect of the energy'- transfer froo
the center nolocxilos to t>ie outer rsoleculea Is plainly
evident a? center tenperatures are as mucJi .is ninety
five decrees Falii'enheit bslow the total tenporat'ires
existing In tli© plen ;ia clmnber. It sJiould be nott^
that t>ie lowest teriparatures existant at the center
occur at scxie distance downstroan of the vortex valve,
indicatinis tliat the enQVijy ti^ansfor takes considerable
ax5.al distance. It can also bo seen tliat t>ie lii.nher
weight flow run gives a lower center teriixjrature tlian
the lower weight flow piin due to t)ie hlglior fuii^lai* ve-
locities a^xi velocity gradients. The lowest toriporature
reached in the higJior weight flow run occurs at a greater
distance from the vortex valve tlian in t>ie lower v/ei£;lit
^ oo ^

flow run indicating, as would bo expected, that tlie hi(;hor
weight flow needs a loncer tine to dissipate its directed
kinotic energy by viscous shearing forces. If t}ie vortex
tube v/ore, as has been occasionally postulated, nerely
a device for separating Mgh and low velocity molecules,
there would be little difference in either minimun
center temperature, or axial location of the point of
minimum center temperature, with c>ianging weight flow.
The rise in center temperature as the flow noves
axially along the tube is of course duo to an increase
in the energy transfer inward due to conduction and a
decrease of the energy transfer outward due to viscous
forces.
Pig. 5 slioY/3 the variation in ?/all static tempera-
ture with a:d.al station. In tlij. s figure it can be seen
that the wall static temperature increases with increased
distance from the vortox valve. This can be attributed
to friction and turbulence converting total pressure into
static temperature. No mechanism suggests itself for
explaining the liigher v/all static temperatures at tho
lower weight flow run.
Pig, 6 shows the static temperature differential
between the tube wall and center at the various axial
locations. It can be seen tliat tliis static temperature
- 23 -

differential is nearly zero at the first station Instru-
inonted and mi^iht easily be zero at the vortex valvo
face. The static temperature differential then increases
with Increased distance downstream of the vortex valve,
reaching a maxlmun at approximately eleven and one Jialf
Inches from the valve for the lower v/eight flov; run and
at approximately tlilrteen and a half inches for the
higher weight flow nm. It becomes evident then, tiiat
wall static temperature and static temperature differen-
tial are a more direct function of the viscous forces
than of the radial pressure gradients. It can bo seen
from tills figure that the static temperature differential
does tend to diminish but nowhere does it reach the
condition of constant static temperature postulated by
the equilibrium station In the theor^% The rapid de-
crease at the last axial station should be viewed \7lth
suspicion as tills is very near the tube discharge and it
is felt that the discharge cone would }mve a decided
effect on the flow at this point.
Pig, 7 shows the variation In v/all static pressure
with axial location along the vortex tube. This figure
shows tliat the wall static pressure decreases in a
regular manner with increased distance from the vertex
valve. As the static pressure nt the wall is a function
- 24 -

of the angular velocity and volocity gradients at that
station, it cannot be stated exactly what the na^jnitude
of this decrease would be in any given instance, not
knowing the velocity distribution. In general, the over-
all velocity of the rotating air should be docreasod
due to viscous forces wliich would tend to give a do-
creased pressure gradient. Assuming that the velocity
distribution is practically the sane at each of the
weight flows, with the higher woi^^t flow having the
greater velocity at any radii, it is easily seen wh;/ the
liiglier v/eight flovf run v/ould have the Mgher wall static
pressure as indicated in Figure 7,
Pig. 8 shov/s the variation of wall total pressure
v;ith axial location along tho vortex tube. As would
be expected, the hl.gl-ier weight flov; run gives the higlier
wall total pressure. The wall total proosure is dissi-
pated quite rapidly due to the nature of tho flov; with
ita Iriigh viscous forces, and as ?;as previously shown,
appears as an increase in v;all static temperature.
Again, the greatest changes ai'e viaible nearer tho vor-
tex valve, indicating tlrnt the mechanism of energy
transfer takes place principally in a finite distance
from the vortex valve. If these curves in Pig, 8 v/ere
extrapolated back to zero axial location, the total
- 25 -

pressiire would be very close to that in the plonijn
chamber, indicating very little loss in the actual ex-
pansion through the vortex valve.
Pig, 9 shows tho center static pressure dj. stribu-
tion with axial location. These ciu'vos are interesting
in that they definitely do not corraborate the center
traverses of either Vickrey or Levitt who found definite
minimums in tlielr traverses. These center traverses
were checked quite carefully by tills author and no
indication of any jjressure gradient was discovered,
T}ie sharp drop in static pressure near the discharge
end of the tube is probabl3'' due to the center starting
to accelerate under the disturbing influence of the back
flow cone. The reasonably constant center static pres-
sure also lends weight to the assumption that tho center
flow is negligible as there exists no mechaniam for
creating such a flov;, particularly in the larger v/eiglit
flow run. The smaller weight flow run shows an increas-
ing pressure gradient with axial distance froii the vortex
valve which could indicate 3omo backflow. As the cone to
eliminate the back flov/ was arbitrarily designed for
both weight flows on an approximate basis, rather tlian




Pig. 10 shows, as expectod, that tho wall Mach mimber
decroases with distance froin tho vortex valvo. The
highest Mach numbor obtained was approximately .090
and from the trend of the results. It is believed that
extremely Mgh plemun pressures would bo necessary to
Increase tliis value significantly and the maximum weight
flow used was approaching the limit of the vortex tube
as designed.
Pig, 11 compares the actiial v/all static pressure
distribution with tho theoretical wall static pressure
distributions based on the ass^imptlon that the angular
velocity is at a condition of solid body rotation. TMs
is of course done to ascertain if the flow actually does
reach and remain at tho constant angular velocity equlll-
briiom condition. The theoretical curves are derived on
both the ideal basis of no static temperature gradients
and on the basis of the static temperature varying radial-
ly v/lth pressure as if an isontropic compression had
taicen place. Actually, there is very little difference
In the theoretical curves. It can be seen tliat nowhere
do the theoretical curves approach the actual static
pressure curve nor does there appear to be any tendency
for the curves to approach one another. From this it
appears that a condition of constant an£>ular velocity
- 27 -

Is not the preferential condition of the flov; as postu-
lated in the theory. The flov; appears to follov/ some
velocity pattern {giving Mgher wall static pressures
trian constant angular velocity would alloT/, This pros-
sure distribution was checked for several velocity dis-
tributions and appears to correspond to a velocity dis-
tribution part way between one of constant an(;iilar velo-
city and one of constant tan^jential velocity. Altliough
the conditions as plotted are for the lov/er weight flow
only, substantially the sane results were found to
exist at the hii^Iier weight flow condition.
Pig. 12 shows the variation of the vrall total temp-
erature with axial location alon^; the tube. It is soon
that at all locations, the wall total tempera tiu''e is
liigher tlian the total temperature in the plenum chamber.
As would be expected, the higher weight flow n;n }iad a
larger total temperature than the lower weight flov; inin.
It is interesting to note that the maximum wall total
teEiperature occurs considerably closer to the vortex
valve than the minimum center total temperature. TMs
is probably due to the flow of heat due to static temp-
erature gradients affecting the wall streanitubes sooner
tiian it does the center section. There is also a possi-
bility that increased radiation from the vortex tube
— t»0 —

has some effect on the total temperature but with the
Mgh v/olght flov/3 used this v/ould appear to be a nei;li{-i-
ble factor.
Although the relatively slt^^t Increase in wall
total temperature v/ould appear somev/hat at variance with
the groat total temporaturo drop at the center of the
tube, it should be born in mind that the mass flow in
a small annulus near the wall is equivalent to a large
area near the center tailing into consideration density




It becomes apparent from an analysis of the fore-
going curves and from previous data taken by this author
that the theory of the equilibrium or "solid body rota-
tion" station is at variance with the observed results.
At first this author considered tliat the back flow cone
that had been in reasonably general use in most of the
development ?/ork at this institution forced a flow
distribution that would not permit a constant angular
velocity station. Experiments wore conducted using a
nozzle to eliminate the back flow, which was the anti-
thesis of the cone, and in general tlie sane results were
obtained as those using the cone.
It was then seen that there existed another sot
of forces than those duo to angular velocity gradients.
Prom measurements of the direction of the flow at the
wall at any axial station, it was concluded that there
existed an axial component at the wall at station 1 of
a Mach number of approximately ,30 and at station of
.25. No axial components could be detected at the center
of the tube and the axial d3. stribution along any one
radius appeared to be approximately linear, Y/liile these
velocity gradients are not of the sane nagnitude as those
of tangential components of the total velocity, the^r
- 30 -

appear to range from one t}ilrd to one half the ma(;nitude
of the tangential or angular velocity gradients. The
viscous shoai'ing forces due to the axial velocity com-
ponents can then no longer be ignored. Prom Reference (c)
it is found that a rotating flow with a constant axial
velocity can only be satisfied by a true vortex. Thus,
it can be seen that the viscous shearing forces due to
the axial gradients tend to givo a constant axial ve-
locity and a true vortex. In opposition, as previously
stated, the viscous shearing forces due to the an^^lar
gradients tend to give a condition of constant angular
velocity or "solid body rotation". These conditions
are then incompatible and the equilibrium station as
postulated in the theory section will not bo obtained
when high axial velocities relative to the angular
velocities are encountered. It is possible that if Mgh
angular velocities could be obtained with low axial
velocities, a condition of constant angular velocity
could be re-ichod but previous experimentation does not
substantiate the retention of this angular velocity
distribution over sufficient axial distance to permit




1. The vortex tube does actually provide for th©
transfer of energy from one molecule to the other al-
though both molecules were originally at tlie same en-
ergy level.
2. Tlie vortex tube is not merely a "molecule sort-
er" separating liigh velocity or energy molecules from
low velocity ones, although this phenomena is present,
3. The transfer of energy in a vortex tube is
accomplished by viscous shearing forces due to iiigh
velocity gradients,
4. The core of a vortex tube can deliver air at
sub freezing temperatures,
5. The theory of a region of equilibrlim at con-
stant an^^lar velocity and at constant static tempera-
ture is not valid due to axial velocities encountered




If the vertex flow is to be studied in the future
with similar equipment, it is rocommended that an an-
nulus rather than a pi pa be used, Tliis would not only
simplify thQ inatrumentation but in any analytical de-
velopnont, v/ould eliminate the iriiierent center discon-
tinuity characteriatic of moat rotative flows.
Rather than U3in(; a vortex valve, the use of
actual blades in the annulus to obtain the desired pro*
file wo\ild be desirable. By this moans, the original
condition of the flow co-aid be set and a mathomatical
development could possibly be nado of any chan^jes that
occurred. In using the present vortex valve it f.s in-
possible to exactly define what the conditions are
leavin^^ the valve.
It is rocommended that an investigation be made
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All data listed belov; v/as taken from Table 1, Sta-
tion tlireo (3) •
Pw =14.70 "Hg
Po^ s 33.60 "lig
Pc = -6,25 "Hg
Baromstor « 29.77 "Hg
To^ = 5860R
Tc = 484°H
Pw =14.70 29.77 = 44.47 "lig
Po^ a 33.60 29.77 = 63.57 "Hg
Pc = 29.77 - 6.25 = 23.52 "Hq
Pow / Psi = 63.37 / 44.47 «» 1.427
Using the Mach number tables page 2.40 of Reference (B)
Mw = ,733 To^ / Tv/ = 1.106
Tw « 586 / 1.106 = 530OH
All temporatiire readings were originally taken in miHi*
volts and directly transposed using Leeds and Ilortlirup
standard conversion tables.
TOp for the wall temperature readings was 118^P
TOr) for the center temperature read! ngs v/as 113°P

Pop 50 pal (^a^^e
Darometer 29.77'*Hg
Station Pw "Hg Pw "Hg Pow "Hg Po^ "Hg
1 19.26 49 .03 52.24 82,01
2 14.90 44 .67 40.72 70.49
3 14.70 44 .47 33.60 63.37
4 13.35 43 .12 29.12 53.89
5 12.21 41 .98 25.60 55.37
6 11.25 41 .02 23.16 52.93
7 10.60 39 .37 20.84 50.61
8 9.33 39 .10 18.84 48.61
TOp = IIOOP TOp = 1130P
Tow(MV) To^ °H To (MV) Tc Or Pc "Ilg
2.70 538 ( 492 6.40
2.08 591 - .00 409 6.30
2.72 586 - .22 484 6.25
2.66 504 - .35 480 6.25
2.56 584 - .36 479 6.25
2.60 502 - .30 481 6.25
2.60 582 - .22 484 6.95
2.48 578 .50 509 11.30
Table I

Po^/P^ % TOw/Tw Tw Or Pc
1.G74 .892 1.161 506 23.54
1,579 .836 1.138 519 23.64
1.427 .733 1.106 530 23.69
1.368 .605 1.092 535 23.69
1,320 .644 1.002 539 23.69
1.290 .615 1.074 541 23.69
1,206 .611 1.073 542 22.99
1.240 .564 1.063 544 10.64
Table I (cont.)

J=Op 40 pel i'A'CQ
Baronator 29.77**Hn
station pw **ng i»ir
"}!r P<Hr "Hg Pow "^^
1 14.75 44.52 42.70 72.47
a 12,26 42.03 32.50 62.27
3 11„26 41.03 24.40 54 c 25
4 10.64 40,41 25.70 53.53
8 9.99 39.76 19.52 49„29
6 B.36 3B-13 10.80 4Bo03
7 a.35 30,12 16.30 46.15
Q 7.55 57.32 14.04 44.61
TOp « 120OF TOp « 1120P
To^(lf\0 Tovi °H ToiU\r) Tc ^H PC "11(1
2.65 503 .24 500 6.25
2.04 590 .12 496 5.00
2.70 585 -.15 407 5.80
2.70 505 -.09 403 5.55
2.02 502 -.08 489 5.55
2.62 582 493 5.45
2.59 581 .10 496 6,00
2.59 501 .70 516 10.90
Table II

Pow/Pw % TOv,/T^ Tw Pc
1.626 .863 1.147 509 23.69
1.483 .773 1.118 528 24.14
1.322 .645 1.082 541 24.14
1.324 .648 1.083 540 24.39
1.241 .565 1.063 548 24.39
1.260 .585 1.067 546 24.49
1.209 .529 1.055 551 23.94




Pw a PC ei.
Mw PC .700Mw2 ^.VOKw^e p,e-^0Mw2
1. •863 .742 23.69 .519 1.681 39.8
2, .773 .595 24,14 .417 1.517 36.6
3. • 645 • 414 24,14 • 290 1.337 32.2
4. .648 • 418 24»39 .293 1.341 32.7
5. .565 • 318 24^39 .223 1.250 30.5
6. • 585 .341 24,49 .239 1.270 31.1
7. .529 .278 23.94 .1945 1.215 29.1
8. .510 .259 19.04 .1814 1.199 22.8
50 piSi
Mw Mw^ PC .700Mv/^ .70nw2e Pce-'^'
1. •892 .790 23.54 .553 1.738 40.8
2. • 836 .695 23.64 .487 1.627 38.4
3. • 733 • vJOO 23.69 .375 1.456 34.4
4. .685 .467 23.69 .327 1.387 32.9
5^ .644 .413 23.69 .289 1.336 31.6
6. .615 .377 23.69 .264 1.302 30.8
1. .611 .372 22.99 .261 1.298 29.8









A B C D. E
PC M^ /2
*rc
.203( B) c/i PoE
1. 23. 6S .519 1.013 .149 1.149 1.633 38.7
2. 24.14 .417 1.037 .1225 1.1225 1.504 36,3
3. 24.14 .290 1.102 .0905 1.0905 1.358 32.7
4, 24.39 .293 1.092 .0903 1.0908 1.360 33.1
5. 24. 3£ .223 1.093 .0693 1.0693 1.267 50.9
6. 24. 4G1 . 239 1.0G4 .0735 1.0735 1.285 31.5
7. 23.94 .1945 1.077 .0593 1.0593 1.226 29.5
0. 19.0^i .1814 1.048 .0549 1.0549 1.208 23.0
50 pal
A B C D E
Pc m2/2 Tw1^0 .283( B) C/1 ^ -1 PcE
1. 23.54 .553 1.017 .1592 1.1592 1.66 39.1
2. 23.64 .487 1.046 .144 1.144 1.607 38.0
3. 23.69 .575 1.062 .1128 1.1128 1.457 34.3
4. 23.69 .327 1.086 .1008 1.1008 1.403 33,3
5. 23.69 .289 1.098 .090 1.090 1.353 32.1
6. 23.69 .264 1.103 .0826 1.0826 1.323 31.3
7. 22.99 .261 1.098 .0813 1.0013 1.318 30.3
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This theoretical development serves merely
as a convenient reference for other investigators
using the vortex valve employed by this author.
In the following pages and on the following figure
are developed the equations necessary' to use the
protractor for setting the vortex vanes and a
plot of the vane settings with respect to the
vaiie circle for each protractor setting.






c ircl^ i'^ noen^
© /5 dnale bc^uueeti reference hne d nd
prc/racfct tinnn
CL /5 //)c rddius of ihc udnc c/rc/c









S in d = -k- Sin A
a
B^ Sin-' (~^'S/h/l]
C= leo-(B^A) = l8Q-(Bie)
C= leo - sir,-' f-^sinQ)-Q
of - - /80 * s-i'r^-'^^ Sin ej ^e
= 70-e
^ - 90 -e-/80 * sin-' CoO^mBj^e
(X a -90 -f Si'n~' (a ^'1^ ®j
J = /.29J
a.
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The investigation in Appendix P W"S cnducted
with the vortex valve but without utilizing the
vortex tube. As can be seen from Figure 1-B,
the vortex valve was secured to aluminum housing
mounted directl:^' on the plenum chamber. Air then
flowed from the plenum chamber throu^rh the vortex
vanes expanding radially inward with a high angular
velocity and discharging through a one half inch
orifice in the face of the housing.
Instrumentation holes were provided radially
from the orifice starting one tenth of art Inch
frora the orifice with two tenths of an Inch be-
tween centers. Four instrument holes were used with
the last hole being one eighth of an Inch in from
the vortex vane circle.
The instruments used arid their calibration
were furnished by Major D, H, Ilea ton, USAP, The
total pressure probe and temperature probe were
made from number 20 stainless steel hypodermic
needles, and the static x^ressure probe was merely
a tapped stud fitting into the instrumentation
hole at the desired stntion.
During th© run, a preasure of thirt;^ pounds
per square inch gage was -laintained in the plenum

chamber. This pressure resulted in a I^ach numbsr
at the discharge of approxlmntely ,910,
In all refidlngs, the total temperature and
pressure were taken in the center of the radial
section at each instruKientation hole. It was assumed
that the static pressure was constant et any given
radius
From Figure 2-B it can be seen that the product
of Mach number and radius is almost a constant. As
the Mach number is approxiraetely proportional to the
velocity in this Investigation, the conditions exist-
ing are very nearly those of a true r.iatheraatical free
vortex. This is substantiated by the essentially




station Po "Hg Po "Hg P "Hg P "Hg
1 57,3 87.29 37 66.99
2 57.3 87.29 48.3 78,29
5 60,3 90.29 54.0 03.99
4 59.6 89.59 56.5 86.49
Po/P M To(MV) To, ^ To' instr. CDrrect
1.304 ,630 1.97 100 110
1.116 .400 2.09 105 111
1.075 .324 2.10 105 110
1.037 .228 2.10 105 109
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APPENDIX C
The investigation in /Appendix C was to attempt
an approximate determination of whether or not dif-
fusion was taking place in the vortex tube. Although
it was admitted in advance that the equipment reedllj
available for making this determination would be
crude and that the two main component gases, oxygen
and nitrogen, had nearly the same molecular weights,
it was felt that there was some chance of getting
at least an indication on which future more careful
investigations could be conducted.
Standard Orsat equipment was utilized, taking
samples- from station number five of the vortex tube.
A double valved manifold was used to reduce the
existing pressure and provide a fine control over
sampling. The plenum chamber was maintained at
40 pounds per square inch ga- e during the sampling.
Three determinations were made of the free air
In the laboratory and of the air at the periphery
of the vortex tube and no significant results were
obtained. This should not be Interpreted as ruling
out any such possibility but merely reflects on the
accuracy of the employment of apparatus beyond its
design limitations. It would be interesting to see
what results would be obtained by using mixtures of
widely different molecular weight gases and more ac-













in a vortex tube.

